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OCSEA spokesman urges
bargaining for workers
By Roger K.Lewe
Staff Reporter
Collective bargaining may reduce the
number of strikes by public employes in
Ohio, according to Karl E. Stewart,
executive director of the Ohio Civil
Service Employes Association (OCSEA).
"I'll guarantee you that you won't
have half the strikes you have now with
the right kind of collective bargaining,"
e astewart, speaking to about 70 local
OCSEA members last night at the VFW
hall, 719 S. Main St., said Ohio is ranked
from first to fifth in the country,
depending on who was doing the
ranking, in the numbers of strikes by
public employes.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING,
allowing public employes to strike,
should cut down on the number of
strikes as it provides a format for
settling contract disputes, he said.
Under this plan, there is a negotiation

period for management and employes.
If nothing is resolved by these
negotiations, there is a mandated
cooling off period before the two sides
negotiate, he said.
If nothing is resolved during the
second period of negotiations, the next
step is called fact finding with both
sides looking at the facts that have been
disputed, Stewart said.

said, adding that no one wants to use it
except to provide pressure.
Without the ability to strike, employes have none of the opportunities of
collective bargaining, he said.
"A strike is like the atomic bomb,"
Stewart said, it's something you use to
pressure."

After fact finding, a mediator may be
called in, he said. The conflict may go
to arbitration, but the decision of the
arbitrator is not binding, Stewart said.
Thus, there are five or six opportunities to settle the dispute before a
strike, he said.

THERE MUST BE the right to strike
if bargaining opportunities are to exist,
he said.
"All it is, is something in your arsenal. Collective bargaining should
mean fewer strikes, maybe no strikes
at all," Stewart said. "We need your
help. Stick with us." He called the
local OCSEA chapter "one of the most
important ones."

"STRIKES ARE THE last thing you
should ever want to do," he said, adding
OCSEA has had only one short strike in
the last 40 years.
"It's the last thing I would ever advise anybody to use." Stewart said.
But the right to strike provides the
muscle for collective bargaining, he

If collective bargaining is allowed, an
election to see who represents the
employes will be held, Stewart said.
The law requires the employes not
paying union dues to pay a fee which
would probably be about the same as
union dues and enable the employe to
get the same benefits, Stewart said.

On-campus disco
Carnation Room remodeled
By Jamie Piennan
Staff Reporter
The disco rage is coming to campus
as the Carnation Room in the Union
gets a facelift complete with murals,
crystal globe lights and foil wallpaper.
The remodeling nearly is completed,
although full pru« ramming of the room
will not begin until fall, according to
Richard R. Stoner, director of auxiliary
support services.
Some of the mural panels have not
been delivered, but otherwise the
former dining room has been transformed into a disco, Stoner said.
Color wheel lights have been Installed
to rotate above the dance floor.

Nawajluai b, MH M.II -?,,
MIKE MONCKTON, JUNIOR, and dog Myrian head to class on a side road near his campsite at
the Heritage Acres Campground. Monckton sports a pants bag-a pack made with pantlegs tied at
the bottoms-which bangs across his shoulders. He fits numerous Items Into It, Including 25 pounds
of dog food.

Arlene A. Layman, administrative
assistant for financial affairs in the
Union, said the Carnation Room will be
used as a coffeehouse and diaco.
Occasionally luncheons and dinners
will be held there.
WHEN THE ROOM is being used as
disco, a sound system will be used.

University Police commended
for assistance at recent concerts
ByJnUeRallo
Staff Reparter

between confiscation of contraband for the safety of audience and performer and
the rights of individuals entering the concert.

James E.Stofan, Union Activities Organization (UAO) programming director,
and UAO President Michael J. Coman said they agree that the University Police
should be commended for their assistance at the last two UAO concerts.
"They did an excellent job and should be commended for it," Coman said.
The Bob Seger concert May 11 was "the rowdiest concert of the year," he said.
"I just don't think we could have done that concert without the police."
The concert presented "a lot of probierasl would not have been able to handle If I
had not had the services of the University Police," Stofan said. "Police did an
excellent Job in helping me-especially Lt (Roger A.) Daoust-in securing the area
and handling people who could not handle themselves due to excessive drinking."

OTHER PROBLEMS at the Seger concert included windows intentionally
broken and attempts to climb up the building, he said.
"It was a long evening as far as curtailing problems outside the building,"
Stofan said. "We were constantly chasing people trying to break in."
While performing, the Seger band damaged carpeting with cigarette burns and
said they will replace lt, Stofan added.
Daoust said he agreed problems at the last two concerts were minimal-though
there were confiscations at both-compared to those at the Mason concert. He said
the only problem at the latter con cert was with the SGA member.

STOFAN SAD) more problems occurred at the Seger concert than the Doobie
Brothers concert April 23. About 2,000 more non-University students attended the
Seger concert and subsequently more alcohol was brought Into Anderson Arena, he
said.
University students understand policies regarding illegal substances, he said,
but most junior high school students and Toledo residents who attend concerts here
do not
"Police did not search anybody at those two concerts," Stofan said. 'They
weren't even asking people."

STOFAN SAD) HE confiscated beer at the Seger concert, after gaining permission for a search.
Guidelines for legal search procedures, established by C. Richard Marsh, adI ministrative adviser to the president state that only contraband materials visible
I to the eye can be confiscated and other searches are prohibited. However, police
ay request students to allow a search, but if a student refuses, police cannot
duct the search.
'Stofan said if policehad conducted searches at the Seger concert, less contraband
I have been brought into the concert. But he said there should be a balance

Layman said the room will have "a
lot of lighting possibilities for lots of
different kinds of atmosphere."
"This building has to have some
pizzazz put into it, it's been the same for
almost 20 years," he said.
In addition to the new atmosphere,
the Carnation Room also Is getting a
beer permit, although it will not be used
until fall, Stoner said.
The permit will not be used until then,
Stoner said, because "meetings In there
now would not conform to that license."
DURING THE SUMMER the room
will be used for freshman registration,
several receptions and dinners, and, on
Saturday, a bar mitzvah.

Stoner said the nature of these events
are not appropriate for a beer permit
However, once the disco gets started,
"I think we're going to have a swinger
over there," Stoner said, adding that he
thought it would be an active place.
"Knowing UAO (Union Activities
Organixaton), I think it's going to be
fine, "Stoner said.
Layman said the money was
allocated by the Board of Trustees as a
summer project for development
renovation. The cost of the remodeling
was $3,700.
The Ohio Suite and the Browsing
Room will also be remodeled.

University asst. prof
Dorothy Hamilton dies
Dorothy Hamilton, 48, assistant
professor of home economics, died
yesterday morning in Wood County
Hospital after a long Illness.
During her Illness, she was a
volunteer for experiments at the
National Cancer Research Program.
Married to Ernest S. Hamilton,
associate professor of biological
sciences at the University, she was the
mother of Scott Hamilton, national
junior men's figure skating champion,
who is training with Carlo Fassi,
Denver, in preparation for the. 1880
Winter Olympics.
Hamilton was bom Sept. 2, 1028 in
Boston, Mass. She was on the program
council at the University, and in 1*74
was elected to a two-year term as

coordinator of the child and family
studies cluster.
In addition to her husband and son
Scott, she is survived by her parents,
Everett and Helen Mclntosh; daughter,
Mrs. James (Susan) Sanders,
Meridian, Mass.; a son, Steven, at
home; a sister, Mrs. William Ives,
Salem, Mass. and a granddaughter.
A memorial service will be held 1
p.m. tomorrow at the First
Presbyterian Church, officiated by
Rev. Greer Imbrie. A private burial
will follow at Wood County Memory
Gardens.
There will be no visiting hours.
Memorials may be made to the
American Cancer Society or the U.S.
Figure Skating Olympic Fund.

Inside the News
•

DR. RICHARD R. EAKIN. vice provost of student affairs, said that for several
years he has been concerned about bottles taken into concerts and the Are hazards
which threaten the safety of concert-goers. But "the problem is not as bad as it
was at one time," Eakin said.
He said he understands the last two concerts went well, adding an officer at a
concert has a difficult assignment
"I believe tbey (police officers) are fair and a reasonable group of people who
would seek to conform with a fair and just practice,"Eakin said.
"My hope is that we could offer concerts without having persons required to
submit to a search that was unreasonable," he added.
"Apparently tbey (police) understand what I told them now," Marsh said,
referring to his statement of legal search procedures.

EDrrORiALS...On page 2 the News cautions professors
against selling their complimentary books and commends
Academic Council for not rushing a semester-quarter
decision.

• FEATURES...As finals week rolls around again, the library
must deal with Increased traffic and usage. Read Kathy
Zenk's story on page 3.
• SPORTS...The golf team tries to hold on to its seven-stroke
lead today in an attempt to bring the first Mid-American
Conference title back to Bowling Green since 1873. Read
Kevin Coffey's story on page 6.

"THE SITUATION has been corrected," he said.
Marsh said when a student consents to a search, it should be a "knowledgeable
consent." Students should be aware of their rights and police should work In pa Irs
so there is substantiation when a student gives an of fleer permission to search him,
he said.
He added that officers should not allow the current focus on the department to
influence enforcement of the law, and added that drunks and other violators at
concerts should be arrested.
"I don't feel sorry for anybody that gets caught," he said.

Weather
Mostly sunny
HUhSfFfStC)
Low*5F(llC)
28 per cent chance at raia

- -.-

t-. »••

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

free books, high prices
Not only do students lace the poMJblltty of ■ in Increase next year, but
they may be hit with an increase In book price* as well.
The Inflationary Increase In the coat of printing would not be the sole
reason for this price hike. The reason this time would be a textbook
buyer's offer to buy the complimentary books sent to faculty.
These textbooks are given to faculty as desk copies If the books are
being used in class, or on a 30-day trial basis, after which they can be
bought at a reduced rate.
According to Ron J. Core, trade book manager at the University
Bookstore, selling these complimentary copies could raise book prices
because publishers would have to recover the difference somewhere.
"If that practice is so widespread, It can't help but raise prices," Core
•aid.
The News asks faculty not to turn their complimentary copies over to
textbook buyers. Students do not need an additional college expense.
Publishers can come up with enough reasons to raise textbook prices.
The News asks the faculty not to give them another.

don't be hasty
Academic Council Is wise In putting off deciding If the University should
change to semesters from the present quarter system. If they had made a
decision, we could have started having semesters the fall quarter of 197879.
At Wednesday's meeting. University Provost Kenneth W. Rothe said the
University will "look ahead" to the 1979-80 year as a potential changeover time.
This is only lair. Ballot* for a faculty referendum on the change will be
distributed late this month and no plan* have been set for a student
referendum.
A comprehensive study must be made before the decision.
Once again, the New* asks that someone-Academic Council, Student
Government Association or the department of students services-poll
students on the change.

guest columnist

who killed kennedy and king?
Americana in this era, of Watergate
and Vietnam, sense a basic distrust of
our government and we need to ask
hard questions and sometimes take a
second look at many aspect*.

For example, we have learned that In
19M the FBI harrassed and followed up
on Dr. King's affairs. Could the King
case be traced to something other than
an Individual act of violence?

AN EXAMPLE of this growing
disbelief of government are the
assassination cases of John F. Kennedy
and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

I believe that the government of the
United States plainly has very few
.options left if it wishes to regain the
confidence of an alienated people. To
come to grips with the Kennedy and
King assassination questions my be the
only way open to a restoratlecredibility.

REGARDLESS OF WHAT Congress
will learn about what really happened
in Dallas on November 22,1963, or In
Memphis on April 4,1968, one thing I
feel is that it's time to restore confidence to the American people in a
system that will grapple with hard
questions of the past and will seek the
truth wherever it may lead.

The openness of a Congressional
investigation would be less traumatic
than to persist in the fiction that Lee

Greg Gettum Is a News Gaest
columaist. He Is a University Undent

Today we find it hard to accept the
answers of the Warren Commission's
findings and also have some doubts into
the death of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The Congressional Investigations,
which grew out of public demand, are
looking into questions in both cases.
I find ft hard to believe It was an
accident of history that brought
together John F. Kennedy and Lee
Harvey Oswald on that fateful day in
Dallas and Martin Luther King and
James Earl Ray on that Memphis
motel balcony in 1968.

FROM THAT DALLAS schoolbook
warehouse or that motel balcony In
Memphis, we discovered in recent
years that, directly or indirectly,
government agencies could have
wanted to pull the trigger.

Harvey Oswald pulled the trigger that
killed the 3Sth President of the United
States, when most people now believe
thistobealie.

IN BOTH CASES, the authorities
seemed to grope for rational explanations to apparently irrational
acts.
Little or no consideration was given £S3fff*
to possibilities of a motive or conspiracy, as Oswald and Ray seemed to
be lone, half-mad radicals, stalking
their prey.
Each had a diary, secret notes from
the underground, and each has been
silent.

.Letters
operation
chork/e
Operation C.H.O.R.K.L.E. provides
individuals and organizations with an
alternative to their present choice of
either letting used books gather dust on
a shelf or throwing them away.
The Youth Empowerment Team of
the Ohio Conference of the United
Church of Christ is currently gathering
books to create a community library in
rural Appalachia through Project
C.H.O.R.K.L.E. (Collecting Help*
Others Receive a Knowledgeable lifelong Education).
Paperbacks, hardbacks, cookbooks,
musicbooks, textbooks-any type of
book-Is needed to reach our goal of
5,000 volumes for this new library at the
Morgan-Scott Project.
Our deadline is June 9,1977.
- Civic and religious organizations
•cross Ohio will assist us in gathering
these books. We have special need for
children's books (both elementary and
Junior high levels).
Drop centers are located with Lorin
Cope in Bowling Green (352-4784) or
call the Youth Empowerment Team at
the Ohio Conference office (1-800-2820740) and arrangements will be made
for book pick-ups.
Lorin Cope
Ohio Conference

Baldwin
slighted
To the Editor:
Our campus was graced Thursday
and Friday by the presence of one of
America's leading writers, Jama*
Baldwin.
Not since the appearance, in the fall
of 1972, of Joyce Carol Oates have we
been treated to the opportunity to see
and hear a novelist of such stature.
In addition, the Third World Theatre
presented their original dramatisation
of a cross-section of Baldwin's work
Friday afternoon and Friday and
Saturday evenings.
This was possibly the most electric
and vibrant production ever done on a
B.G.S.U. stage. It could-and shouldbe taken on tour and, with a few minor
changes, to New York.
Dr. John Scott, Regina Turner,
Kosmond Russell. Charles Lee, and
Steve Bailous as well as the entire cast
are to be congratulated for the excellence of the drama and its

emotionally gripping performance.
But where did the BG News report
Mr. Baldwin's appearance and the
performance of "Baldwin: Message
From a Region of his Mind"? In a
small story in the middle of the Friday
issue!
Perhaps the next time the Third
World Theatre presents an outstanding
drama and the next time we have the
privilege of welcoming a person of Mr.
Baldwin's eminence to campus, the
News will give both events the coverage
they deserve.
Bea Morton
English Department

shooting
mouths off
Recently there has been a rash of
letters which have expressed
dissatisfaction with some of the services this University- provides.
Specifically I refer to the letter concerning the piling of snow in a motorcycle parking space and the one
commenting on the faults of the Centres System in the dorms.
Such complaints are unfounded and
ridiculous. They seem to have been
made by Individuals concerned only
with themselves. Consider the letter
about the motorcycle parking area for
Instance. Remember that it appeared
at a time when the Midwest was digging
out of the worst winter in recent
history. Now, doesn't it seem silly that
someone should deem it reasonable to
complain when he has to park his steed
in a different spot? Under these circumstances, and considering the fact
it is exception rather than the rule.to
ride motorcycles Inthe winter, I find it
hard to concur with the letter's accusation of unreasonableness on the
part of the University maintenance
crews for putting snow there.
As for the Centrex System letter, it is
too bad that everyone and everything is

not perfect. Especially telephone
systems because they receive such a
lamblasting when their users are the
least bit inconvenienced. I guess that's
the "American way." But before we
write letters accusing GTE and BGSU
of conspiring to disrupt the lives of
campus dwellers, think about what it
would be without that service. There would be lines at lobby pay
phones (that is at the ones that were not
destroyed by our perfect students on
weekend binges), there would be the
hassle of incorrect change and of
course losing your deposit. The pay
station blues could be avoided by the
installation of more sophisticated
equipment, if it exists. Paying for it
would be fun.
It boils down to this. By all means
complain when you feel you have been
wronged or you think you can improve
the system. Before you do, however,
consider all aspects of the problem.
This University, like everything else,
is not perfect, but shooting your mouth
off without getting the facts won't help
it.
Kevin M. Burr
650 6th St. Apt U

goodbye
To the Class of 1977:
Your years at B.G.S.U. will soon be
over. And they were four wonderful
years. I am sure.
But you must not look backward at
the years behind you. For to go backward at a time in your life when you
should be going forward is like starting
a book at its end and reading toward its
beginning which. In essence, has
already begun long before you end It.
And so. Just as you cannot begin a
book at its end and end it at its beginning, so you must begin your life at Its
beginning and end your life at its end.
Good Luck!
David G.Vance
Senior, Education
626 Offenhauer West

let's hear from you
Tke News welcomes opinion from Its readers la the form of letters to the editor
which cetnmeat oa published columns, editorial policy or any other topic of interest
All letters should be typewritten aad triple spaced. They must be signed and toe
aether's address aad phone number most be Included for verification.
Letters can be sent to: Letters to the Editor, The BG News, 106 University Hall.
The News reserves the right to reject and letters or portions of letters If they are
deemed la bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or name-calling will be
pabUshed.
Readers wishing to submit guest columns should follow a slmlliar procedure.

TrK W& AN OLD /V^ANY WHO LIVED IN A SHOE...
national columnist
t

put mickey in the attic
WASHINGTON-In the good old days
when your daughter said she was
bringing home a friend for the
weekend, it meant she was bringing
home a girlfriend-and when your son
said he was bringing home a friend for
the weekend it was a boy.
This Is not the case any more and it is
causing tremendous house guest
problems throughout the country.
Since there is never any mention of
the sex of the friend on the phone, most
parents don't know what to expect or
how to handle it.
I was over at Rlpley's house the other
evening when his daughter, Joan,
arrived home for the weekend with her
"friend"-a tall strapping fellow named
Mickey.
MRS. RTPLEY WAS very flustered
and said, "Well, Mickey, I guess you
want to put your things away."
"Put them In my room," Joan said.
"Mickey can sleep in the attic," Mrs.
Rlpley said nervously.
"Why can't he sleep in my room?"
Joan asked.
Mr. Rlpley blew up. "Because I know
he'd rather sleep In the attic."
"Joan's room Is fine with me,"
Mickey said.
"Well, it isn't fine with me," Mr.
Rlpley snarled. "Mickey, do you mind
if we talk to Joan alone? There'sabeer
in the icebox. Make yourself at home."
As soon as Mickey left the room, Joan
said, "How could you humiliate me In
front of my friend?"
"HOW DID WE humiliate you?" Mrs.
Ripley wanted to know.
"By asking Mickey to sleep In the
attic when you know perfectly well
there are two beds In my room."
"It's not a question of the number of
beds," Mr. Ripley puffed. "There's a
certain propriety about people sharing
rooms when they're not married."
"What propriety?" Joan wanted to
know.
Mrs. Rlpley said, "I know we're oldfashioned and out of date, but your
father and I get very nervous when we
know two unmarried people of the
opposite sex are in the same room
under our roof."
"But Mickey and I aren't strangers,"
Joan protested. "Where do you think
we live In Cambridge?"
"I don't want to know where you live
in Cambridge. You're not In Cambridge this weekend! You're in our
house! "Mr. Ripley yelled.

Art
Buchwald

"I thought it was my house, too,"
Joan said.
"It is your house, dear-but it's not
Mickey's house. After all, It would
seem to me you would enjoy one
weekend sleeping alone in your own
room," Mrs. Ripley said.
"IF I'D KNOWN this was going to be
such a big deal," Joan said, "I wouldn't
have come home."
"It's not a big deal," said Mr. Rlpley.
"It's a simple question of moral
standards. Ours seem to be different
from yours. They may not be better but
they are different."

"And that's why you want to ruin our
weekend? " Joan asked.
"We're not trying to ruin your
weekend, dear," Mrs. Ripley said.
"What we're offering you are separate
but equal accommodations. That's all
the Supreme Court asks of any of us."
"THAT'S VERY funny," Joan said.
"But all the way down in the car
Mickey was counting on sleeping in my
room. He wouldn't have come if he had
known he had to sleep in the attic."
Mr. Ripley said, "He'll sleep in your
room over my dead body."
I decided to Intercede. "I have a
suggestion. Since Mickey was counting
on sleeping in Joan's room, why don't
you let him sleep there and have Joan
sleep in the attic?"
All three looked at me.
Then Mr. Ripley said, "Wait a
minute. Suppose Joan decides to come
down from the attic in the middle of the
night?"
"It's simple," I said. "Make Mickey
promise to lock his door."
Art Buchwald Is a nationally syndicated columnist for the Los Angeles
Times Syndicate.
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Day in Review Putting the periodicals away
ByKatayZeak

From Auociotcd rVatt Raporta, In Cooperation WMh WBGU TV
Editad by Mil bmmtfi

Nixon changes his mind
on Vietnam post-war aid
Former President Richard M. Nixon has
told a Congressman that the U.S does not
nave any moral or legal commitment to
give post-war aid to Vietnam.
The Nixon statement follows a State
Department disclosure that Nixon, while
still President, promised the Hanoi
government more than *3 billion in postwar reconstruction aid.
Nixon reportedly also pledged that the
money would have no political strings
attached. Now, Nixon said such aid would
be immoral and unjustified.
Although Hanoi cited the letter to Justify
its request for American funds. President
Carter has indicated he does not fed bound
by the Nixon promise.
Nixon took his new position in a letter he
wrote Saturday to Rep. Lester Wolff (RN.Y.). Wolff released the letter yesterday
after the State Department made public
the earlier Nixon promises to Hanoi.
The Vietnam War and the Domestic
opposition movement were the major
topics of David Frost's third question and
answer sesssion with Nixon last night
Nixon reportedly blamed the anti-war
movement with prolonging the fighting in
Indochina.

Carter's conservation plan
draws Congressional fire
Congressional Budget Office Director
Alice Rivlin told a Senate subcommittee
that President Carter's estimates of
energy saving based on his conservation
program are exaggerated.
Rivlin said that her preliminary
evaluation shows that Carter was too optimistic in bis predictions of fuel conservation. She also said the plan would
force some Americans to make more
sacrifices than others.
The testimony before the Senate Energy
and Natural Resources Committee
followed full Senate approval of legislation
to create a Cabinet energy department.
There was some more bad news for the
White House energy proposals yesterday
when Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) said
the rebate provision for fuel efficient cars
is "dead" in Congress.
Cranston, the assistant Senate
Democratic leader, said the plan to
channel revenues from a standby gas tax
has fared no better.
Cranston told reporters he does not think
either idea was properly examined in
advance, and he said the administration
will have to accept some compromises.

House delays action
on voter registration bill
The House has postponed until next
month action on President Carter's bill to
permit voter registration on election day
after some Congressmen told Carter that a
lot of Democrats do not like the measure.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.) said he
and other Congressmen cautioned Carter
that the plan is opposed by Democratic
party workers in Chicago and by
secretaries of state across the country.
Rostenkowski said Chicagoans oppose
the legislation because voter registration
on election day would disrupt the political
process.

agency will drop within three months any
minor regulations that will have long been
a nuisance to businessmen.
One petty annoyance that will be
scrapped is a 35-page rule about the design
of exit signs. Another department official
said the government also will cut back on
inspections of less hazardous businesses so
it can concentrate on potentially
dangerous workplaces.

end of petty job rules
Secretary of Labor Marshall yesterday
declared a new program between
government and small businesses as he
ordered an end to "Mickey Mouse" rules
on the Job site.
Marshall said the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration must begin to
focus on major problems that seriously
endanger the well-being of workers.
At the same time, he called for an end to
nit-picking, money-wasting regulations.
At a news conference, Marshall said the

During a four-how shift,
she might check In an accumulation of reference
materials, unjam a temperamental copy machine
and answer questions of
harried students.
Between those tasks, she
attempts
the
biggest
problems of the periodicals
area-reshelving.

"Reshelving
la
so
frustrating because It's a Job
that you can never finish,"
Kerbel said.
"Reshelving is much more
Involved than moat people
think," she added.
First materials must be
picked up and collected,

brought to sorting shehrea
and put In Dawey Decimal
order. The periodicals are
put on cart* In precise order
and then shelved, Kerbel
said.
"IT'S A LOT more efficient this way, since It
saves on steps, and If
Journals haven't been
reabetved yet, the patrons
have an easier time finding
materials on the sorting
shelves; they don't have to
hunt through all the carta,"
she added.
Kerbel estimated It takes

Vance and Gromyko
make progress on SALT
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
ended their second day of Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT) talks yesterday
and declared an overnight recess to
consider their next moves.
The decision to continue the Geneva
session today is the only indication that the
two leaders have made any progress in
their effort to resolve the SALT stalemate.
U.S. officials said yesterday's meeting
focused on a Soviet proposal based on the
1974 Vladivostok agreement ana a pair of
American proposals that the Kremlin
rejected in March.

Idi Amin may be barred
from British conference
British sources said Ugandan President
Idi Amin will not be allowed to attend a
British commonwealth conference next
month.
It is believed that British officials made
that decision yesterday at a special
meeting of government ministers at 10
Downing Street, but a formal announcement of the action probably will not
come until next week, partly because
Amin may decide on his own not to leave
Uganda.
Public opinion against Amin's attendance at the commonwealth session
has been running high in Britain this week.
British newspapers, members of
Parliament and other public figures have
demanded that the Labor government
refuse entry to the Ugandan leader.

Liturgy to be celebrated

Another Carter has reached the presidency.
But this Carter is a woman, a University
graduate and the future president of the
University of Guam.
Dr. Rosa Roberto Carter, a native of Guam
who received her PhD from the University,
was selected by the Board of Regents at the
University of Guam to be the next president
there.
She is that university's first woman
president in its 25-year history.
Dr. Carter's husband, Lee Is a doctoral
candidate in sociology at the University. He
will probably complete his dissertation in
Guam where he is on the school faculty at the
University of Guam.

The Orthodox Christian Fellowship announces the
celebration of the Evening Divine liturgy of the Eastern
Orthodox church, Sunday, 7:30 p.m. In Prout Chapel. Confessions will be heard from 1:30-7:16 p.m. Everyone is
welcome. For more Information, contact Bev Voss, 372-ait.

Seattle Slew ready

Seattle Slew, the Kentucky Derby
winner, will face eight rivals in the
Preakness Stakes tomorrow. Slew's owner
said Slew is ready to run around the world,
but the horse will only have to go a mile
and three-sixteenths to win the race.
Two weeks ago in the Kentucky Derby,
Slew won the seventh race of his unbeaten
career. He will once again meet the second
place finisher in the Kentucky Derby, Run
Dusty Run, plus several new and formidable rivals.
When the post positions were drawn this
morning, Slew got number eight, one from
the outside. Run Dusty Run drew number
nine, the extreme outside post.

LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
Counselors are
available daily at the

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

COLLEGE OF LAW
to offer guidance and career planning
Call or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd.
Sepulveda, California 91343. Tel. 213-894-5711
The College of Law offers a full-time 3 year day program as well as part-time
day and evening programs. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of
Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California.

Dr. Joseph Klvlln, chairman of the
department of sociology, said It Is "a great
reflection on Bowling Green" that a
University graduate was selected for such a
prestigious post. He said It also reflects the
growing recognition of "the need for women
in high offices."
Dr. Carter received her bachelor of arts
degree in history and elementary education
from Northern State Teachers College,
Aberdeen, S.D., and her master of science
degree in counseling and guidance from the
University of Northern Colorado. She
received her PhD In educational administration from the University last year.

Christian coffeehouse
"Crossroads," a Christian Coffeehouse, will be bald 7-10
p.m. Sunday at Trinity United Methodist Church, 100 N.
Summit St. Admission is 75 cents. Entertainment Includes
music by Thomas M. Scott and light drama by Paul L. Lintern and Jerry J. Rittenhouse, all University students.
Proceeds will go for world hunger and to finance a youth
group trip.

China visitor to show film Monday
In 1173, 12 women, led by
actress Shirley MacLalne,
set out on a Journey to the
People's Republic of China.

A film, "The Other Half of
the Sky: A China Memoir,"
which documents the trip,
will be shown.

Margaret Whitman, one of
the 12, will tell some of the
group's experiences in a film
and lecture presentation 1:30
p.m. Monday, in the White
Dogwood Suite, Union.

The film, an Academy
Award nominee, was made
by four professional filmmakers in MacLalne's
group. It includes informal
dialogue betwen Chinese and

BG New* classifieds
get FAST results

American women and gives
a general overview of China
today.
While in China, the group
met with Teng Ylng-Chao,
wife of premier Chou En-Lai.
The women also visited
major Chinese cities,
schools, factories and
communes.
Whitman will answer
questions after the film. The
program, free and open to
the public, Is sponsored by
Asian Roots, Ethnic Studies
Program and Student
Activities.

Rexall Baby Oil
For Your Sun Tan Needs
12 oz. bottle $ X .
(Auk for free iodine)

AT DORSEYS
REXALL DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

By the Tracks

BOY ARE WE PROUD!
Mount Vernon Apartments

SIGMA NU

802 6th Street
*350 For the Summer

with African report
Vice President Walter Mondale met for
more than two hours yesterday with South
African Prime Minister Vorster. But when
the two leaders adjourned the meeting,
neither side would say what was
discussed.
President Carter got a telephone report
of the Vienna meeting from Mondale, but a
U.S. spokesman said that report was intentionally vague because the telephone
could have been tapped.
It is believed that Mondale urged Vorster to end the South African system that
denies political and economic rights to
blacks.
Onea, who claims to be a member of the
African National Congress, said Mondale
should not be meeting with Vorster at all.
He said the conference "gives Vorster a
position of respectability he does not
deserve."

30 minutes to shelve one by budget cutbacks, Cole
cartful, but added, "There's Isald.
always someone who comes
up to ask a question, or a
LAST
YEAR,
the
phone rings, or a Xerox reference department,
machine gets Jammed. With which Includes periodicals,
those Interruptions It could employed II students. Cola
take 40 minutes or more-and said. This year. It can afford
It doesn't help when five only 13.
volumes of "The Saturday
Stressing the need for
Evening Post' fall on you."
students' consideration and
Karteen Cole, supervisor cooperation, Cole said
of the periodicals section, periodicals are often found
said that reshelving is a on the floor or In other parts
major problem, especially of the library. She added
during the last half of the with their help, the staff
quarter.
could handle problems more
This year the situation is efficiently and the area
compounded by a decrease would be considerably
in student assistants caused neater.

Alumnae named president

Mondale phones Carter

to run around world
Labor secretary asks for

Sandra S. Kerbel, senior,
works periodically at the
library. Rather, she works
with the library periodicals.

She usually reahelves an
estimated 100 items In one
shift, including Indices,
leriodicals, microforms and
eference books, though by
the end of the night, DO one
could have noticed a difference.

is NO.l

Call 352-0154

Congratulations

ALLTHEXI'S
WOULD LIKE TO SAY:

WE CAN'T WAIT
FOR EX __
DERBY
*«1
DAY!

Love, Lsil* Sis's
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*
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PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
835 High St.
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Phone 352-9378

SUMMER RENTALS
HAVEN HOUSE
1515 E. Wooster

nmcAoouA
J onto**
400.00

PIEDMONT
835 High St.

375.00

BUCKEYE HOUSE
649 6th St.

375.00

BIRCHWOOD PLACE
650 6th St.

375.00

SMALL BLDGS.-Between
6th & 7th East of Manville

350.00

FEATURES:
2 Bedroom-furnished & unfurnished
AIR CONDITIONED
Residents Pay Electric & Cable
Picnic Tables & Rec. Area
Bowling greens on Indoor pool
and Rec. Room for all residents use

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

i

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

ALSO FOR SUMMER:
Houses, Efficiencies, & 1 Bedroom Apt*.

¥
{

MODEL OPEN - COME AND SEE

¥

-SM«Me/*W
c*medUe(
farUutf
mum

cAccAen <xU<xct
tuna tolaU

Mfttoum

wfuxdetuxe.... 4.50
cAecttex&ui
riliaWTift f 11*lYT

Atfutfl

tarupt

1.45
1.45
1.45

?.oo
2.00
2.00

1.45
1.35
1.00
1.35

2.00
1.95
1.60
1.95

1.45
1.35
1.45

2.00

1.45
1.00

2.00
1.60

.10

.15

1.95
2.00

We
make
our
own
dough
and
sauce

*
*
*
*
*
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NEW DODGE CARS
TRUCKS and VANS

SAIES. SERVICE
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Campus Calendar

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF WHY

ond

BODy^f

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS

•93-0241

214 Napoleon Road

<
I

IS THE PLACE TO LIVE

NiXl TO 1W ANfXISONS

'<

1
I

Large, roomy efficiencies k one and two \
bedroom apartments
]
y

Pool, sauna & laundry

Three
free
qts. of
Pepsi

SUMMER* FALL RATES NOW AVAILABLE

!
i
>

Renovations Now in Progress

J

i

Call 352-1195

mmmmmmi I

Idea
People
Wanted

for The SG News Summer Staff

Apply now for a summer fob with The BG News,
to be published weekly during the summer
session. Summer newspaper provides the onthe-fob experience so ualued by newspaper,
magazine, and public relations employers. Many
of the positions also pay a stipend.

free
qts. of

PURCHASER
MUST PAY
DEPOSIT

Pepsi
W'lh any large our A
S< BO vaiur
One coupon per p>rxa
Eipirll 5 JO??
Fast Free Oei>ver«
'616 E Wuojie'
t»'eo"0"e 352 5?2i

campus Calendar Is a dally listing of events (meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to readers.
Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open to the
public. To submit an entry. Campus Calendar forms are
available a the News office 104 University Hall, 372-2003. There is
no charge for submitting listings to this section.
Friday, May M
MEETING*

mam

I

INTtWTAINMUNT
Cedar Point ticket pickup 8 a.m. 5p.m. 405 Student Services
Bldg.
General Studies fair-10 a.m. 3 p.m. In front of Union.
Faculty swim Noon 1 p.m. Natatorlum.
Sigma Chi Derby chase 12:30 p.m Lawn In front ot University
Hall. Participation by sororities, open to spectators.
UA Hogamunga 3 5 p.m. Sterling Farm Field. Greased pig and
pole contests
Happy Hours- 3-5 p.m. Peking lot behind Health Center
Plg-nlc -5-7 p.m. Forum, Student Services Bldg. Outdoor bar
beque.
Folk Festival 5 9 p.m. Forum, Student Services Bldg. Featuring
John Hartford.
Student swim 6:30-10p.m. Natatorlum, 25 cents.
"Nashville" campus movie 7, 10 p.m. Main Auditorium,
University Hall. *l with IO.
Baroque concert 8 p.m. Recital Hall, Music Bldg. Baroque
ensemble to perform.
Public skating 8-10 p.m. Ice Arena. $1 for students
Jesus Christ Freedom Festival -9 p.m. Forum. Student Services
Bldg. Rock concert with area bands, sponsored by Morning Star
Coffeehouse.
Saturday, May 11
MEETINGS

Vivitar System 35

9 «o t a «a "e satie-v Vivltar Automatic
135mm 12.1 lens Super local -engrrIc • DOrtrMt Aoout 2' 1 t'mes 'a>ge' man
nji'j mace Vivltar 2X Tete Converter
Do.,0 es me e"ect ve 'oca length ot you'
e-ses Ccve'ts me 50mm enstoiOOmm

:e"3im~i e-s :o2'0mm Vlvller Enduro
Case Car es me entire system com
'O'tM y and sec-*eiy w^-'e hmng cyc'ing
ng etc Fnatnenea-esiVivita'dea'e-and
as* '0' a demonstration
vt '»'; - '•« -S' :. ».-3t' »9e»: i-j
.-.1 <;■;»» •»:•: »e«a-S-ee: Sa-«v:-:a
;**;-:$ - Ct'tc* • • '*' Ca-iaa ca .«

Sunday, May 22
MEETINGS
SIMS 1 3 30 p.m. Faculty Lounge, Union. Open to those practicing transcendental meditation.
Circle K 7 8 30 p.m. 447 Mah Science Bldg. Sponsord by BG
Klwanis.
BG KoSutemi Doio 7 9p m. 201 HayesHall
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity- 7.30 p.m. 129 Life Sciences
Bldg.
Natural childbirth discussion I p.m. Second floor study lounge,
Ashtev Hall. "The Son ot Eric" will be shown, sponsored by
Ashley Hall Council"
Sailing Club 8pm 224 Math Science Bldg
Fin n Falcon Scuba Club 8 10p.m. Natatorlum.

ENTERTAINMENT
UA bridge tournaments- 1:15 p.m. Alumni Room, Union. 75 cents
a person.
Cricket 1:30 p.m Field south of "Mt Jerome" BGSU vs Ann
Arbor
Student swim 2 4 p.m Natatorlum, 25cents
Concert 3 p.m Recital Hall, Music Bldg The New Music
Ensemale wll I perform.
Public skate 3:30 5:30 p m. Ice Arena, SI for students.
Open swim 4 6 p.m. Natatorium, 25 cents.
"Pride and Preludice" and "How to Marry a Millionaire" films
7 p.m. Glsh Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Facuit
Recital Hall, Music Bldg Harpist Ruth Inglefleld and flutist
Judith Bcnliey will perform.

Classifieds
RIDES
1 M & 1 F In need of ride to New
Jersey after finals Will share
costs & driving. Call Joe at 352
6)84

Pool-Boys International will be
in town May 23 4. 24 hiring
Summer and perm, positions
In the following areas Hawaii,
Las Vegas, St. Thomas.
Carrlbean, Nassau..eatona
Beach,
Disney
World.
Southern California. Jersey
Beaches.
Myrtle
Beach.
Virginia Beach. Clear Water
St. Pete. Permanent retail
mgm. positions also open.
Contact Placement Office For
Information.

Jusl aooul any oi me g'eat photographs you see
comd have Been taKen mm Vivitai System 35
Pius one good eye Viviiar System 35 is a most
inexpensive way to get senous about phoiog'aofi
The basic limitation is you'own creativity .-nd sk
Vlvltar 2207SL 35mm camera Center weighted
match needle mete'ing system Speeds "om
1/1000 to ' second plus B" to'time expo
iu'e/EieclroniC Hash sync at 1 1 125th
second/Universal thread mount 50""11 8 lans'Bui't-in hot shoe Sell timeFilm-in-chambe'indicate ASARa-'ge
25-1600 VMM* Automatic Electronic
Fujeh-Up 10 200 Hashes ''om one smge

_

Bilingual Multicultural education 8.309 30a.m Union
Family Day brunch 9:30 11 30 a.m. Second floor lounge. Student
ServiesBldg.
Family Day open house 10 a.m. 11:30 p.m. Fourth floor lounge.
Student Services Bldg, sponsored by Student Development
program.
Financial Aid forum- 2 p.m. Forum, Student Services Bldg.
Family Day workshops 3:20 p.m. "What next?''. Second floor,
Student Services Bldg. and "Transitions," Forum, Student
Services Bldg.

LOST* FOUND
LOST at Seger Concert leather
bracelet with letters LOVE
and by Lar REWARD 2 4172
LOST Black '/> Lab. <h Irish
Setter 6 mos. Answers to
Barney. If found call 352 3437.
Woman's
gold
Bulova
Accutron watch Sat. 5 7 77 lost
In Union Oval. Please call
Theresa at 24714. REWARD
$20.
LOST: BGSU Class ring In
ladles rstrm. 2nd fir. Library
on 5-16. Descrpt: white gold
with black Inset alexandrite
stone.
Engraving Inside.
REWARD!! 352 8362.
SERVICESOFF1R1D
BICYCLE REPAIR cheaps, at
your home. Call Rob 352-7476.
Typing done for all assign
ments. Call Diane 352 2809
HELPWANTED

Put your expensive eye
behind our inexpensive System 35...and WOW.

—

Jehovah's Witnesses-9 a.m.-3 p.m. Foyer, Union Bible questions
answered.
"The Electron Mlcroscope"--noon 070 Overman Halt. Or.
Richard Crangwill lecture.

Jobs available: Editpr. editorial page editor,
reporters and feature writers, circulation driver,
photo editor, sports editor, ad salesmen. Unpaid
volunteers also needed.
Obtain application form at BG News office in
Uniuersily Hall and return it by May 27 to Dr
James H. Bissland. 104E University You must
submit a formal application to be considered

•

Graduate student research competitions 10 a.m. noon. Capital
Room, Union. Award competition sponsored by Sigma XI.
BGKoSutemlDolo 3 5p m. Ml HayesHall

_i» , fcr> 1 -mWL.

UAO spring crafts fair- 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Prout Plaza.
Peoptes' Chess Federation-10 a.m.-5 p.m. Commuter Center.
Moseley Hall.
Sidewalk cnalklng 11 a.m. noon In front of University Hall.
Open to community children.
Cultural bazaar and art exhibit noon. Amanl Room.
Puppetshow 12:30p.m. UnionOval.
Old Time movies- 12:30 p.m.-3 p.m. Moseley Hall. Shown continuously.
Sigma Chi Derby Day games -1 p.m. Sterling Farm. Participation 01 greeks.
Open swim 1 3p.m. Natatorlum, 25cents.
Swan Club -2 p.m. Natatorium.
Ldcrosse--2p-m. Stadium. Men's team vs. alumni.
Student swim 3 8 p.m. Natatorium, 25 cents.
Family Day dinner- 5p m. Northeast Commons. Entertainment
and awards.
Cedar Point trip- 5: X p.m Leave UnionOval.
"Nashville" movie 7. 10 p m. Main Auditorium, University Halt
SI with ID.
"The Wild Bunch" film--8 p.m. 210 Math Science Bldg.
Public skate 8 10pm ice Arena, Si for students.
Gay Union dance 9pm Cardinal Room, Union, 50 cents.

GREATER CLEVELAND
AREA
RESIDENTS:
KRAMER PAINTING, INC.,
is now accepting applications
for Its 1977 summer season.
Prospective applicants are
asked to write David Kramer,
2654 N. Moreland No 21,
Cleveland.
Ohio.
44120.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Eleven crew foreman and asst.
crew Foremen and some forty
five painters. Non painting
salaried positions an In
tercrew
supervisor,
an
assistant infercrew super
visor, a supply driver, a
personal secretary and a
carpenter.
WANTED
1M. rmmte. for Fall tor 2 man
apt. on Ith St Preferred
serious student. SI30 mo. 352
1898.
Need 1 F. to subi Sum. at
Frazee close to campus. 62.50

mo. Bev 372 4475.
3 M. needed to subl. part of
house tor Sum. Excel, location
on Wooster. $70 mo. per per
son. Utll. Incl. 353 2472.
Used ladies left handed golf
clubs. 2 1234.
PERSONALS
D.J.M.
After two fantastic
years together. I know you'll
always be the one. Love.C C
Charlie. Gene. Mark. Jim: The
Gammers are ready and
psyched to drink and dance all
through the night. So this
weekend be sure to get set for
the best flamer youve Love,

Your Gammer Dates.
Scott, Mitch, Booty, Pat. Hovs.
Mike. Bucky, and John. Put a
little glide In your stride. And
some boooic in your woogie.
for
the
Gammer's
are
psyched, 'Cause the Guccis In
sight. Seriously!1! Love Your
Gammer Dates.
Sigma Chi's
We'll get those derbies
Walt and see
'Cause we know what tun
Derby Day will be

Love The Gammer's.
The Chi O's woke up to the
"flrey fifteen" for eggs,
sausage, rolls and toast. Our
pledges art the best to be seen
and we think you are the most I
Thanx! We love ya I
Good luck to the Chi O
Hogamunga team. "Saucy"
"Kovo", and "Molly" You
three will be the greased pig's
follies! I Good luck!
Kathy & Tony: Congrats on
your GDI GDI cngagemen"
Love. Betsy &> Cheryl.
The Alpha Chi's are tired up
lor Derby Day! We're ready to
show BG we arc No 1!. MIKE
8, JIM: Thanx ior all your
Derby coaching We couion 1
doitwithout you!
KD's will do or die on derby
day - Sigma Chi's with our
darling "Cin" We win surly
win.
KD can't be beat The spirit
award & 3rd place trikers is
really neat)
Happy 19th Birthday Steve
iWymiel PARTY HEARTY'
Ahi's say: You gotta Love
Sigma Chi's. We'reCRAZY for
Derby Day I
Phi Mus, the Games and Chase
are close so don't lorget we
love you alot. Good Luck and
Good Wishes from your
Coaches Jell and Scott.
Kudos to Amos, kudos to Andy
and Kudos to the "Dove".
What a crazy year. Dal
Request line is always open for
your favorite tunes. Give
WFAL a call at 2 2418
The Alpha Delts are psyched
Cuz Derby Day hascome,
This weekend will prove
That we re number one!
SIGMA CHI'SSAY.
CATCH US IF
YOU CAN
Tlfflny Lounge specials every
Wed. Happy Hours 46 daily
Cheapest drinks in town
Want to have your personal
make up artist show you how
to apply your makeup? Call
Lasalles 352 3565 and Make an
appointment
with
Representative from Charlie
Cosmetics "Miss Bonnie." She
will be at Lasalles Cosmetic
Dept. Mon thru Fn. from II to
4.
Eunies Bar Happy Hours Wed.
4, Thurs. 9 12 p.m. 809 S. Man
Pregnant? Want to talk?
EMPA 352 4234 M «. F I 3 p.m.
Tu..W..Th. 4:30 9:30 p.m.
The Alpha Phi Trikers did a

lantastic iob, we arc proud of
you, your sisters.
Xl's are psyched and excited
today because its Sigma Chi
Derby Day I
•
in.' X: s wisr theii Sigma Cr-i
Derby Darling Candidate
1 nsh Sweeney Good Luck
FOR SALE
'
Datsun Station Wagon Fair
cond. 4 speed. 823 3112.
JEWELRY
BOX
In the
Wooster Bazaar Penny saleon
silver 1 gold earrings 325 E
Wooster.
USED FURN. Gd~cond 2 dbl.
Beds S25 15 Recliner SIS.
Swivl Rockr $10 357 5559 or 2
2951 w mess.
Audio monitor 8000 3-way
speakers priced tor quick
sale Call 372 0331 Ask for
Bruceor Buddy

Houses for 3 or 4 girls Sum.
only Ph 352 7345
2 Bdrm turn., a c apt. lor 4
$250 per qtr. on 9 mo lease.
Laundry Facilities Reduced
Summer rates 357 8161 from 8
a mr to I p m. or after 9 p,m
Now Showing.
1 bdrm house: Garage, yard,
avail. Sum. It or Fall. 352-8748.
1 bdrm Apt. for rent turn or
unfurn util pd., $145 mo.
No.48 Greenbriar 215 E. Poe
Rd. 372 3287.
Sm. Furn. mobile home for
rent. Avail June 6 across trom
Offenhauer 110m ft util Call
12 lp.m or 4 4p m.352 9120.
Charles Town Apts. First St. 2
bdrm. unfurn. for 2 grad.
students or married couple.
$210 for 12 mos lease. Ph. 352
4380 trom 9 5.

•73 Pontiac Grand Am P S 6.
P-brakes. Auto. Air. AM FM
radio 2 built in 8 track tape
player Call 748 8625 after 530
Pam.

Summer leases MID AM
MANOR. 441 Third St. 2 Bdrm
unfurn. $275; 2 bdrm furn.
$300 1 bdrm. unfurn. $200 Ph.
352 4380 from 9-5.
1 bdrm. apt. ('^ house) for
Sum Rental only near cam
pus. 352 7345.

1969 Pontiac Tempest wagon,
V.G.C , Lo mi 353 7731 eves.
1974 Rat 124 Spider 18,000
miles AM FM stereo 8 track
$3400 352 8906
12 X 60 Monai^h. 2 bdrm . part
turn , a c. wash dryer skirted,
sheds, avail July 23rd Asking
SA330 Call 352 8596
1974 Corvette future collectors
item last year with *54 engine
all options 4 speed Nassu blue
21,000 mis. Excel, cond. 352
0756.
SALE.S Gas and Oil wells614
866 3358
1974 4 dr. Suba'u 27.000 ml. 33
mpg. Excel cond 352-9114
■liter 3 11pm
PEUGEOT 13 Speed 21''
yehowlrame. Excel, cond. 352
91U alter 5:30 p m.
FOR RENT
Furn house 2 bdrm Summer
Only. 35394421 4:30. After 4:30
357 0586
Modern 3 rm apt. avail, now
352 5616.
_____
Deluxe 2 bdrm. furn. apt. for 4
dolls, central a c. Free laundry
facilities. Private sundeck Off
street parking. Deposit. 1 yr.
lease $250 mo. plus Utll. 353
0055 Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-4:30.
HAMPTON HOUSE NOW
RENTING FOR SUMMER
SPECIAL RATES.
Ph 352 6293 anytime
Furn Elfec 356 S. College Apt.
C Pri 353-3411.
Apt. to subl. beginning in June
unlurn. Call Karin after 5 p.m.

al 352 0950.
Need 2 people, furn. apt. June
23 Sept. 19. S75 mo. 352 04B1.
Furn. house I blk. from
campus Sum rental 353 3855.
VICTOR APTS. 818 7th 4, 707
4th, 2 bdrm. Furn., AC utll pd.
except elec. S125 mo. apt. Sum.
$45 mo person, call 352-2441 or
352 5673.
3 bdrm. house subl. for summer. Furn. 353 1255. 433 N.
Enterprise ST

ROCK
LEDGE
MA N OR
LUXURY
APTS
FUR
NISHED 2 BEDROOM.. 2
FULL BATHRM .DISHWHR..
AIR
COND.
LEASES
AVAILABLE: SUMMER. 9
MOS .12 MOS Call 352 3841
LOW SUMMER RATES
CALL NEWLOVE REALTY
352 5163
CAMPUS MANOR NOW
RENTING FOR SUMMER
SPECIAL RATES
Ph 352 9302, 352 7345 eve.
B G. Apts. 818 8. 822 2nd St 2
bdrm. turn, w-a c and gas
heat. Upper Level $320 mo.
plus elec Ground Level $300
mo. plus elec. Summer $150
mo. plus elec. Yr. lease $250
mo. plus elec. Model apt. A-4
818 2nd St 1S2-020S or 352-5239
7 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FURNISHED & UNFURN.
AIR COND 8. CABLE TV.
90R 12MONTH LEASES
REDUCEDSUMMER RENT
352 1800 or 352 4471
THURSTIN
MANOR
APARTMENTS. AIR CON
DITIONEO. FULLY CAR
PETED CABLE TV. EFFICIENCIES LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL.
451 THURSTIN AVE. 352 5435.
2 Bdrm sots near campus.
Fallt, Sum. rentals352 7345.
Single rms. near campus. Fall
a. Sum, rentals Ph. 352 7345.
Preferred properties Co.
leasing for. Fall of 1977 1 & 2
bdrm. apt effec. apt. &
houses. Call 352 9378.
1
? house 2 Bdrm. tor 4 students
9 mo. lease near campus. 3527365.

MID AM MANOR 641 3rd St. 2
bdrm. unfurn. apts. All util.
pd. except elec. $235 for 9V>
mos. $200 for 12 mo. Call 352
4380 between 9 8, 5.
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'Iguacu' changes Passport's image

Perspective

Review By
RUM Summer*

The new Passport album,
"Iguacu," is definitely a

'Father Knows Best' cast reunites for TV special
Review By
KasScbwan

strangers
after
long'
separations.
Things have changed with
Can we go home again? each member of the
This was one question an- Anderson family over the
swered by last Sunday's years. Betty (played by
"Father
Knows
Best Elinor
Donahue) was
Reunion" television special, married and widowed, and is
as the Anderson family raising two little girls. Kathy
gathered together for the (the bouncy, bratty baby,
NBC "Big Event."
played by Lauren Chapin) is
The show's premise was yet unmarried, but dating a
the wedding anniversary of physician 10 years her
Jim and Margaret Anderson, senior.
parents of this famous,
But it is Bud's story, both
wholesome '50s TV family. on screen and off screen,
The pair, played by Robert that is the most real and
Young and Jane Wyatt, were I touching. After the original
suffering from "empty-nest | years of the series. Bill Gray
syndrome" and wanted to bummed around, living off
see their kids back in the the residuals of the series,
house again for a reunion. directionless. He was
Jim Anderson took the arrested on a marijuana
initiative, and called up each charge. Gray held a news
child-now adult-Kathy, the
baby; Bud and Betty, the
eldest All came trooping
home in a gaggle of luggage
with their own offspring. The
hectic change of having a
houseful again overwhelmed
mom and dad Anderson, who
were eventually glad to see
them all drive off to their
separate lives at the show's
end.
THE FAMILY reunion
was at first stiff and awkward. The actors' lines came
in jerky spurts, without the
ease of interaction of the old
Andersons. But this is true in
real life in such situations;
with families splintering and
scattering all over the map,
our own relatives can be

conference recently,
decrying his role of the allAmerican, well-scrubbed
Bud as hypocritical.
Unsettled In real life. Bill
Gray's grown-up Bud waa at
loose ends, too. His whole life
was racing and promoting
motorcycles. Bud's wife,
played in a subtle but warm
manner, was unhappy that
Bud spent so little time at
home with their son.
GRAY LOOKS as though
he's gone through a hard
time and as Bud, be waa
ready to lend an attentive
ear to father Jim's inevitable
advice: "Think about set-1
tling down."
It was difficult to watch
Robert Young as Jim
Anderson and not im-

mediately associate him brought into the present, live
with his other famous TV and in color, much more
role, Marcus Welby, M.D. In effectively, if harshly,
an early scene Jim consulted because of it
a doctor about his wife's
But, that effect was
depression, and it seemed desired. Is it possible to
odd that one such wise doctor relive the past? Jim and
should need the advice of Margaret learned that times
another.
do change, and accepted the
There were other changes fact with the calmness and
In the show that departed wisdom they were known for
from memory. It seemed in the '50s. Children, after
somehow disturbing to see all, do grow up and fly away.
this reunion brought to us on Watching how the Anderson
videotape rather than film. kids have changed over the
The difference in media years brings this moving
made a tremendous change point to us all in a way we
in the mood. The soft, can never see clearly in our
comforting effect of film, own lives.
plus the funy good feelings Kai Schwaa Is a grad
we get from IS years of student In the popular
memory were Jarred by the culture department and a
immediacy of tape. The new contributor to "PerAndersons were thus .spective." '

THERE IS NO TIME LEFT
TO MONKEY AROUND.
THE A* FLAMER/S COMING DOWN

SEE YOU ON SATURDAY IN TIFFIN

comeback for a band who another small footnote in with the exception of the
percussion. It sounds like a
was beginning to fade slowly Jazz history.
Doldlnger, however, Weather Report ripoff.
into the background.
The closing tune, "Guoa
Passport is a German Jazz sensed the problem before it
ensemble
fronted
by was too late, and came up Guna" shows Doldlnger
saxaphonist-keyboardist with the concept for the new trying his hand at flute. Until
Klaus Doldlnger. Doldlnger album. The first excursion he masters the instrument
is one of Europe's best he made was to Rio de he should be discouraged
known sax players, and in Janeiro, to lay down from any further attempts at
the U.S. he has jammed with Brazilian percussion tracks playing the instrument. The
Brian Auger and Les with native musicians. Now sax playing is not as conMcCann, among others.
that he had a theme to work sistent as on earlier albums,
Until now. Passport's with, Klaus went back to and there is hope that he can
sound had been charac- Munich to tie things regain his style on later
terized as a mixture of together, and finish recor- releases.
Although "Iguacu" Is ■
American Jazz themes ding.
"Iguacu," the finished mixed blessing. Passport
mixed with a dose of the
flows
very should be applauded tor
German space-rock sound. product,
The combination gave the melodically, and is a varying its formula, and one
group a lot of recognition, welcome change. The per- hopes its future work will
and with the release of cussion section opens up the better reflect its Intentions.
"Looking Thru," the group's first cut, "Bahia Do Sol,"
exposure became world- and the elements fall
together neatly. Doldinger
wide.
almost exclusively conHOWEVER, LIKE many centrates on sax. and the
HUSTLE
other groups who find suc- electric piano is now quite
cess with a formula and stick noticeable.
HUSTLE
with it, Passport's sound
HUSTLE
IO-WOX
"SAMBUKADA"
is
both
became too predictable.
'49.00
COUwtf
Before the release of pleasing and disturbing. It is
?«p« sriv»m« «vt~Q.47MH
"Iguacu" the band was just a pleasant, bouncing tune,
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3 p.r till
Midnight

Thurs., Fri. &
Saturday

KW^^^^WJWg^

MANY A REFRESHMENT

#erman
iWapJfest

WE WILL BE TIP'N

BOTTOMS'UP
rf >
at
%.

Mr, Bojangles ' ^%.
NiteClub
893 S. MainStreet

'%,

May 19, 20, 21
3 p.m. to Midnight
Dancinq to
German Polka Music
-Sidewalk Cafe

Disco

In The Rear Of

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Alpine Village
117 N. MAIN

Musk by

BOWLING GREEN

Sound
NO COVER!

g

Pastry
Bratwurst
Knockwurst
Sauerkraut
Kraut dogs

[

B«, Btf £ G A ?>^ CLUB
MINI CONCERT PRODUCTIONS

Holiday Inn
Lounge
2forl
Happy Hours

STRICTLY ROCK AND ROLL - NO DISCO - ALWAYS THE REST IN LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS:

MOLKIE COLE

RAPSCALLION

SUNDAY
MAY 22

RAM
MAY
23-28

Mon - Fri 3-6 p.m.
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS: RAPSCALLION

Entertainment by
Jeff Atkinson
Trivia Contest
Nightly
Tues. - Sat.

T^y«H^
focx

eoocx »«

REGULAR ATTRACTIONS

SWEET CRYSTAL
MAY 16-21

MON AND TOES . 2 FOR I SO' COVER
WED IA DIES NITE 3/4 NITEWET T-SHIRT
CONTEST-SI COVER
THURS WOMEN'S LIB NITEWET JOCK
NITE 2 FOR 141 COVER
FRI WET T-SHIRT CONTEST • $2 COVER
SAT. - $2 COVER

COMING SOON
SEXY BANANA CONTEST
PHONE 531-2184
PHONE 531-2184

1-475 to Airport Highway - East to Byrne - North to Byrnegate Plaza on right Just past over pass - South of Hill Avenue

r

ByBMEstep
Associate Sporti Editor

Desjardins puts
tracksterson top
in early going

Why did he decide to move up to the 8,000
and 10,000 this year?
"The 1,500 and 5,000 go the same day,"
IN FACT, it was Desjardin's first com- Desjardins said, "and I don't think I can do
petitive attempt at any event longer than that weU in the 5,000.
5,000 meters.
BG's one-two finish gave them 16 points and
"My philosophy was to stay close," said first place heading into today's second day of
Desjardins of the six-mile event. "I had competition
Ball State (6), defending
never run it before. I knew I had more speed champion Western Michigan (5) and host
than anyone."
Ohio (2), follow.
Dave Cianelli is also within reach of a BG
He proved that in the final 300 meters of the title in the decathalon. With the final five
race. After running fourth through two miles events set to go today, he holds down third
and second after four miles, Desjardins and place with 3,416 points.
Today will be the day of reckoning for Bob
Uinn left the field in the Penden Stadium
tartan dust with a strong kick.
GUI's tennis squad with semifinals scheduled
been running at longer distances all season.
Desjardins hasn't

ATHENS-Falcon
trackster
Gary
Desjardins wouldn't want to do It for a living,
but he doesn't mind competing in a 10,000-'
meter run. He doesn't mind winning it either.
BG's senior captain finished a step ahead of
teammate Bob Uinn In yesterday's lone final
event at the Mid-American Conference
(MAC) track championships at Ohio
University.
Desjardins, second in the league mile-run
last year, finished in 30:13. Lunn clocked a
30:14.6.
But Lunn is used to running the 10,000. He's

in singles and first-round play in doubles.
After yesterday's first and second-round
singles, BG is in a third-place tie with Ball
State, with eight points and three single's
qualifiers.
GLENN JOHNSON (first singles), senior
captain Rob Dowling (third), and Brian
Huffer (fourth) all advanced.
Steve Corey (fifth) and Sid Couling (sixth)
were beaten in the second round while Tom
Olson (second) was eliminated by Western's
Ray Buck in the opening round.
As expected, Miami and Western had the
10-team field with 12 and 10 points, respectively. Miami has won three straight MAC
titles and four out of the last five years.

Golfers aim to snap MAC title draught
By Kevin Coffey
Staff Reporter

the first two rounds and held on over the final 36-holes to
wrap up th MAC title.

When the Bowling Green golfers enter the final two rounds
of the Mid-American Conference (MAC) golf championship
today, it will be with the idea of bringing home the University's first MAC title since 1973.
That last championship was also won by the golf squad. So
with a seven-stroke lead, once again the linksters have a good
shot at coming through.
The Falcons put their tournament lead on the line in 18
holes today and the final round tomorrow on the Athens
Country Club, and if past MAC performances are any indication, the golfers should walk away with the loop crown
and an NCAA tournament bid.
In last year's event, Northern Illinois built an early lead In

TWO YEARS AGO, it was BaU State, which made its early
lead stand.
The local golfers are making their second appearc e at
the Athens layout, having won a triangular match with Ohio
University and West Virginia earlier in the season. Only BG
and the host Bobcats have played the layout In competition
this season, but MAC contenders Ball State and Western
Michigan shot practice rounds on the course last week.
Gary Treater leads the Falcon contingent which will be
trying to maintain its consistent level of play that perched
them atop the chase for the title.
On the strength of his 36-hole total of 140, Treater enters
today's play with a lock on the fourth top Individual spot
among the 60 competing golfers.
Right behind Treater are teammates Jim Decker and Gary
Lust (150) in fifth place.
The Falcons have already surprised some of the competing
schools, with the most notable being Miami, which was
heavily favored for the MAC title.

■J Th. VM Urnw.
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WITH THE INITIAL two rounds of the event at Hueston
Woods, the Redskins' home course, Miami was expected to
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Uiamondmen set goals
By Terry Goodman
Executive Sports Editor
With no Mid-American Conference
(MAC) title or post-season play on the
line, Bowling Green's baseball team
could easily lie down and play dead this
weekend in season finales at Kent State
and Ohio University.
But Don Purvis doesn't think it will
happen.
"We have a lot of individual pride,"
the Falcon coach said. "We really don't
have a last-place team or even a
second-division team, but the combination of six rainouts and two one-run
losses on the road during our first eight
scheduled eight games hurt us.
"At this part of the season, they (the
players) could say 'what the heck' and
Just finish out the season. But I don't
think this team will."

THE FALCONS are 32-18 overall, but
only 1-7 in the MAC. Jeff Jones and Jim
Joyce will hurl at Kent today, while
Terry Milton and Ken Lelek pitch
tomorrow at Ohio.
"It would be satisfying if we could
win three of four-It would show
character," Purvis said. "Not only
that, but it would break a BG team
record for most wins in a season."
That mark was set last year with a 3320 slate. Chuck Black (.387) will be
gunning for school records in runs and
hits, while Larry Owen (.360) will try to
improve some of his school hitting
marks, both career and this season.
"For seniors and juniors, they should
be pushing hard because of the upcoming pro draft (in the first week of
June)," Purvis said. "A good showing
now might become a factor in If players
are selected or how high they're picked.

HELP WANTED

PART TIME: up to $10.00 per hour and more.
Do you ne*d s |ob this Jummei' Empire Dele Sendees ll in contact
with saves of Majc Nationwide Companies seeking lull and pan lima
help this summer You may earn and work a» much o> as little as you
with Many exciting and challenging |oOs. tlenble hours, can be yours
All you do it register with EDS and companies will send you complete
details row eiamine — you compare — you choose the |ob you wan)
EDS contacts an companies lor you for a one-time fee of only on*
douar You ta-e lime and money Consider thete opportunities Thoutends of students will be earning pal time up to S10 00 par hour and
met this Summer You cm pm ihem Make 1977 your year'
Clip coupon ana m»il WO** —-—----——.
Emplm Dele Services. PO Bo. 1969
Grand Central Station. New York. N Y lOOl 7
Yet. I'm interested Place my name on your special list today
I enclose registration fee of II QCh#ck HCash
Name
I<I««MI

puni

Addrass
lu""»' »>' [M"tnanrnl *Mri>»

City

State

EDS: Specafi/ed hst brokers

Z'P
me«e opportunity Happen

CAMPUS MANOR

"I got calls from the Reds (Cincinnati), Seattle, Montreal and Pittsburgh last night (Wednesday) in
regard to what time we're playing," he
said.
OWEN, THE standout catcher, will
certainly get high consideration In the
pro draft. This season, he's rapped 14
home runs and knocked in 50 runs.
However, the senior has stalled in longball production as of late.
"That's Just caused by overswinging," Purvis said. "This can be
corrected by experience."
The goal this weekend is to climb out
of the cellar and depart 1977 on a
winning note.
If Purvis Is right, that will happen
and the Falcons will not play dead.

SUMMER APARTMENTS
121 State Street
(next to Sam B's Sub Shop)
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
ALL UTILITIES & CABLE TV PAID BY LANDLORD
EXCEPT TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC

grab an early lead in the race for the crown. But after 36
holes, It was in third place, 11 strokes behind the Falcons.
Kent State is in second, seven shots behind the Falcons
The Athens layout features only nine holes but tee sites are
changed when the competing schools make the turn to the
10th hole.
"The changing of the tees makes six of the holes longer by
approximately 25 j ards,"Falcon coach John Piper said. "But
it adds more difficulty because it gives the golfers a different
angle to the fairways on the long holes, and a different approach to the greens on the par threes."
In the season's earlier triangular match, BG fired a 370
over the 18 holes. Piper said the Falcons would have to at
least match that to capture the MAC crown.
"IT'S GOING TO take at least a 74 average (370) for us to
get the title," he said. "But we'll be trying to average 73 (365)
per 18 holes."
Despite the importance of the conference title, there is a
more important impetus In the tourney for the Falcons: A
bid to the NCAA golf championships at Colgate University in
two weeks.
Bowling Green falls into District 4 under the NCAA

alignment, the same division as Big Ten powers Ohio State
and Indiana, so it must win the MAC, according to Pi per.
"If we win the MAC," Piper said, "there could conceivably
be four teams going to the NCAAs from our district"
Three schools will be selected from the district including
the Big Ten and MAC champions as well as a third school,
probably Indiana or Miami.
THE FOURTH DISTRICT 4 team would go to the nationals
on the strength of an NCAA at-large bid.
If thelocals fatter in the final 36 holes of the MAC, Piper
said an NCAA bid to Bowling Green would be "very doubtful."
The Falcons send the same six golfers that grabbed the
early lead in last week's tourney action.
In addition to Treater, Decker and Lust, Jeff Parsons, Pat
Dugan and John Miller tee off for BG.
Following today's play, the all-MAC team will be chosen.
Piper said the standouts will be picked from their season play
as well as their performance in the first three rounds of the
league tourney.
Miller is the only member of the team who has previously
won All-MAC honors, being named to the squad as the
number four player last year.

Sports briefs
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plazer-76er series starts Sunday
The prolonged National Basketball Assn. (NBA) season
has finally dwindled to two teams battling for the championship-Philadelphia and Portland.
Game one of the best-of-seven series is slated for Sunday at
Philadelphia. WTOL-TV (Channel 11) will televise the game
locally, beginning at 1: JO p.m.
The 76ers won the Eastern Conference title by downing
Houston, four games to two. The Trailblazers whipped Los
Angeles four straight times to grab their best-of-seven set
and the Western Conference crown.
The NBA championship series should be a battle of big
men-Philadelphia's Julius (Dr. J) Erving and George
McGlnnls against Portland's BUI Walton and Maurice Lucas.

Perry makes elite group
Gaylord Perry Joined fine company Wednesday night in
pitching Texas past Detroit, 6-3.
The 38-year-old pitcher became only the third to win 100
games In both the American and National Leagues.
The other two are Cy Young, who pitched from 1890 to 1911,
and Jim Bunning, who hurled from 1966 to 1971.
Perry said, "I'm flattered to be Joining their company. It's
something very few pitchers get an opportunity to accomplish"

J
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Perry had won 134 National League games for San
Francisco before being traded to Cleveland in the American.

Dodgers jump ahead
The red-hot Los Angeles Dodgers continue to lead major
league teams record-wise.
The Dodgers, as of Wednesday night, had won 28 of their
first 36 games this season to lead defending world champion
Cincinnati by 12 games In the NL West
SUMMER JOBS

MOTORCYCLE TUNE-UPS
Most Japonas* Modols

FULL TIME WORK
10-15 WEEKS

JIM'S
CYCLE SALES

CALL COLUMBUS
114-846-1155
614-421-2312

Coll lor Appt. 422-4855

IN CINCINNATI
513-57S4SM

Findlay, Ohio

217 North Main St.

V.

^ot just a h u

»ch

• CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
• SWIMMING POOL
• REDUCEDRENTS
I or 2 persons, $ 152.00per mo.
i persons. $192.00 per mo.
4 persons, $232.00per mo.

HOT

PH 352-1800 or 352-4671

RIP

(btshind Burger Chef & Dino's)

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
• SPECIAL RATES*
AM

caomno (by •,«)

ALL UTimES PAD EXCEPT ELECTRIC
Phone 352-9302 or 352-7365 (evenings)

MODEL OPEN

12-4:30 Daily

Patrick Q Murphy
If you 're a K ZA or a lover of one
We're going to have lots of fun
Starting the week-end off right
Is the Raver this Friday night
There's food and more
At the picnic before
Then some drinking & dancing
And lots of romancing!

ft.r.

\JL/s

1955-1977
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon sadly announce the
death of Patrick Q. Murphy. He
is survived by Vidal Sassoon
and a Putin-Bay fairy driver.
His body will be on display for
viewing at the S.A.E. House
tonight Friday, May 20, from
6:30 to 8:00. The entire campus
is welcome. B.Y.O. Kleenex.
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